Higher Learning Commission
Follow Up Committee

Meeting Date: June 8, 2007

Members in Attendance: Cindy Parr-Barrett, Stacy Ehmen, Gail Morrison, Nancy Boesdorfer

Detailed Table of Contents: The committee spent the entire meeting adding bullet points to our detailed table of contents or ‘examples of evidence. The information gathered (example of evidence / bullet points) is attached.

Since key members were missing, Nancy will contact Craig, Marie, Ernestine, Randy, and Dave for more information concerning challenge #6 (developmental education).

Nancy will also ask Randy to bullet point for us how the strategic planning process has changed the past few years and how it is continuing to look at declining enrollment.

Although the detailed table of contents is due to Randy by June 15, members are asked to continue to add / edit bullets as needed. Additions or corrections should be sent to Nancy.

Upcoming Meeting Dates: It was decided to change the next three meeting dates to Wednesdays. We will meet at 1:15 p.m. on the following dates:

- June 27
- July 11
- July 25
- August 10
- August 24

Meeting Adjourned: 2:30 p.m.